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Relative importance of the electron interaction strength and disorder
in the two-dimensional metallic state
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The effect of substrate bias and surface gate voltage on the low-temperature resistivity of a Si-MOSFET is
studied for electron concentrations where the resistivity increases with increasing temperature. This technique
offers two degrees of freedom for controlling the electron concentration and the device mobility, thereby
providing a means to evaluate the relative importance of electron-electron interactions and disorder in this
so-called ‘‘metallic’’ regime. For temperatures well below the Fermi temperature, the data obey a scaling law
where the disorder parameter (kFl ), and not the concentration~and thusr s), appears explicitly. This suggests
that interactions, although present, do not alter the Fermi-liquid properties of the system fundamentally. Fur-
thermore, this experimental observation is reproduced in results of calculations based on temperature-
dependent screening, in the context of Drude-Boltzmann theory.
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The term ‘‘metallic behavior,’’ for a two-dimensional~2D!
system with concentrationn greater than some critical valu
nc , has come to designate a drop in the resistivityr as the
temperatureT is decreased, as opposed to ‘‘insulating beh
ior’’ ~for n,nc) for which r increases exponentially with
decreasing temperature. This differs from the purist’s defi
tion of a metal, whereby the resistivity is finite atT50, a
condition never achieved experimentally. In experiments p
formed in systems with low disorder and small values ofnc
~see Ref. 1, and references therein!, the change inr in the
‘‘metallic’’ regime is considerably greater than was seen
earlier work at higher densities and in more disorde
systems.2 There is still no consensus on the origin of th
change. The low values ofnc (}r s

22 , wherer s is the ratio of
the Coulomb interaction to Fermi energy!, scaling behavior
of transport properties aroundnc and the absence of diver
gence ofr(T), seen by some authors asT→0, ~see, e.g.,
Refs. 3–7! have led to suggestions that the system is a m
tallic quantum ground state~in the sense that the charge ca
riers are delocalized atT50). The suggestion is that thi
novel phase results from strong electronic correlations,
that nc marks a quantum critical point and a metal-insula
transition~MIT !. This contradicts the well-established pri
ciple that a 2D system of noninteracting carriers is insulat
at T50,8 but there is no definitive corresponding predicti
when interactions are present. Other authors, however,
serve a negative magnetoresistance at low magnetic fielB
and weak-localization corrections to the resistivity, which a
indicative of ‘‘weak localization.’’9–12 Many hypotheses
have been put forward to explain the metallic behavior, so
invoking exotic interaction effects13–15and others advocating
a more traditional framework, suggesting that the ‘‘metalli
behavior is only a finite-temperature effect that is ov
whelmed by localization at sufficiently low
temperatures.16–20To a large extent, the debate hinges on
question of whether the relatively large values ofr s ~typi-
cally .10), corresponding tonc , warrant fundamentally
new physics.
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In motivating our work, we note that asn (r s) decreases
~increases!, it is not only the electron-electron interactio
that is increasing in the 2D system, but also the effect
disorder felt by the carriers. This is because the domin
disorder in semiconductor 2D systems arises from Coulo
scattering by charged impurities, which increases monoto
cally with decreasing density as the 2D carrier system
comes less effective in screening the Coulomb interac
between the carriers and the charged impurities. Since, in
absence of umklapp processes~not applicable in these sys
tems!, electron-electron interactions typically do not affe
Ohmic transport, there is good reason to believe that muc
the observed ‘‘metallic’’ behavior may be arising from th
weakening of screening in the disorder potential, rather t
from the increasing electron-electron interaction. By ca
fully studying temperature-dependent 2D transport in h
quality Si-MOSFET’s, where disorder strength and carr
density are controlled independently using a substrate b
we hope to shed light on this question of the relative imp
tance of electron-electron interactions and the disorder
tential in low density ‘‘metallic’’ transport.

A negative substrate bias (Vsub) steepens the triangula
confining potential normal to the surface, pushing the el
tron wave function closer to the Si-SiO2 interface. This can
either increase or decrease the mobility.21 The surface-gate
voltage is used to tunen. Without assuming either a specifi
mechanism for the increase inr with temperature or the
existence of a quantum phase transition atnc , this technique
probes the density-mobility phase space in a way that is
possible with singly gated devices, and it allows a study
the metal in terms ofr s and the disorder parameterkFl ,
wherekF is the Fermi wave vector andl is the momentum
relaxation length. The value ofkFl can be calculated directly
from the relationr[(h/2e2)/(kFl ), while n is measured
from the Hall effect at magnetic fieldsB,0.5 T.

Measurements were performed on ann-type Si-MOSFET
inversion layer with a 200-nm-thick oxide layer with a pe
©2002 The American Physical Society24-1
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mobility ~at T51.4 K and withVsub50) of 1.9 m2 V21 s21

corresponding ton5431015 m22 on 100 V cm substrate.
The mobilityat the MIT, for Vsub50, was 0.24 m2 V21s21,
approximately twice the corresponding values in Refs. 3,
Devices were Hall bars of dimension 10003100 mm2. A
4He cryostat was used, covering a range 1.4 K,T,70 K.
Resistivities were measured using a standard a.c. f
terminal technique, with a constant source-drain curren
100 nAr.m.s.and a frequency of 19 Hz, after ensuring that t
magnitude of the current did not induce significant elect
heating above the substrate temperature and that the con
were Ohmic. A substrate biasVsub was applied at room tem
perature before the sample was lowered into the cryostat
cooled slowly.

One consequence of the~negative! substrate bias is to
increase the threshold voltage, which results in the incre
of the confining electric field, for a givenn. The peak mo-
bility ~to be considered here as a rough measure of the
order! decreases asVsub is made more negative, as shown
Fig. 1, consistent with the enhancement of scattering fr
interface roughness and the charged impurities located
the SiO2 interface. The enhancement of spin-orbit scatter
is another possible consequence. Negative magnetoresis
is observed in a weak magnetic field perpendicular to
system, in agreement with the prediction for the quench
of weak localization, but no sign of thepositivemagnetore-
sistance associated with spin-orbit scattering is seen,23 indi-
cating that this is not a strong effect. No low-temperatu
resistivity upturn was observed, discarding the possibility
interferences due to local magnetic moments.21

The negative magnetoresistance demonstrates that w
localization, which results from quantum interference,
present in the ‘‘metallic’’ phase. Figure 2 shows that t

FIG. 1. Threshold voltage and peak mobility versus applied s
strate bias forT51.4 K.

FIG. 2. Phase decoherence time versusT21 for concentrations
1.56, 3.48, and 4.4231015 m22 at Vsub50.
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phase decoherence timetf , obtained by fitting the negative
magnetoresistance, is proportional toT21, in agreement with
Fermi liquid theory23 and with other experimental studies.24

At sufficiently low temperatures, it is likely that this loca
ization will dominate.

The solid curves in Fig. 3 showr(T) for different values
of Vsub and for a range of densities spanning the ‘‘met
insulator’’ transition. They are superposed on dotted curv
which correspond toVsub50. We point out that the 230%
change in resistivity in the lower curves of Fig. 3 is similar
the changes seen in other work~e.g., Ref. 22! over the same
ranges of resistivity and temperature. In each figure, the t
sition from strong localization (dr/dT,0) to metallic be-
havior occurs at roughly the same value of the resistivity~or
kFl ), rc'h/e2, whereasnc varies from 0.9931015 m22 ~at
Vsub50) to 1.3131015 m22 ~at Vsub5260 V). This criti-
cal resistivity corresponds tokFl 50.5 , a value below which
the Fermi wavelength is poorly defined. It is worth emph
sizing that it iskFl and notr s which is the critical parameter
For densities greater than those shown in Fig. 3~i.e., n.2
31015 m22), r(T) is nonmonotonic, bending downwards
an insulatorlike fashion asT is increased beyondTF , the
Fermi temperature. It also shows signs of saturation aT
approaches zero, possibly due to collision broadening or
finite Dingle temperature. The intermediate temperat
range shows an approximately linear dependence. The g
ents of the curves withVsub,0 differ from those of the
Vsub50 reference curves, showing that the substrate b
does not simply amount to a relabeling of ther(T) curves.

With the hope of finding some underlying universality, w
follow the work of Hamiltonet al. on GaAs holes,25 and
consider theoretical studies which take into account
strong temperature dependence of disorder screening. In
Boltzmann transport theory, within the static RPA, screen
of the Coulomb disorder potential arising from the charg
impurity scattering, r(T) at low temperatures is given
by18,19,26,27the analytic expression

-

FIG. 3. r(T) over a range of densities for three substrate bia
-20, -40, and -60 V~solid curves!. Dotted curves showr(T) for
Vsub50. Ranges of densities are indicated by bold numb
(31015 m22) for Vsub,0. Numbers in parentheses give the dens
range of theVsub50 curves. The critical concentrationnc ranges
from 0.9931015 m22 ~for Vsub50) to 1.4131015 m22 ~for Vsub

5260 V). Fermi temperatureTF @K#57.25 n@1015 m22#.
4-2
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r~T;n!5r~T50;n!@11C~n!T/TF#, ~1!

whereC(n) is a weakly varying function ofn that also de-
pends on the dominant scattering mechanism. Equation~1! is
valid in the rangeT/TF!1!T/TD , whereTD is the effec-
tive Dingle temperature. In a recent diagrammatic pertur
tion calculation, it has been suggested28 that the linear tem-
perature dependence in Eq.~1! is preserved~in the ballistic
regime, i.e., for\/t!kBT!kBTF) even in the presence o
higher-order electron-electron interaction terms~at least
within a systematicr s expansion for a zero-range impurit
scattering potential, which was the only case considere
Ref. 28!. The coefficientC(n) of the linear temperature co
efficient in this theory28 is, however, renormalized by Ferm
liquid interaction effects, which are unknown at the larger s
values used in the experiment. In particular,C(n) in this
theory is apparently renormalized28 by the factor 2@1
13F0

s/(11F0
s)#, where F0

s is the triplet channel Fermi
liquid renormalization parameter which, in general, is a fu
tion of density, temperature, and momentum, but taken to
a constant factor in the theory. It is noteworthy that, in t
interaction theory, the renormalizedC(n) could become
negative at small values ofr s~i.e., high densities! whereF0

s

exceeds20.25. Such a situation, withr(T) decreasing with
increasingT in the low-temperature ballistic regime, ha
never been observed experimentally to the best of our kno
edge. We note also that the interaction theory is only valid
the T!TF regime, and therefore cannot provide an expla
tion for the nonmonotonicity manifestly obvious in the da
for r(T) at high temperatures~Fig. 3!.

Figure 4 showsr(T) for a range ofn in the metallic
regime withVsub50. Following Eq.~1!, the temperature wa
normalized toT/TF , whereTF is the Fermi temperature ca
culated for each curve individually. The Dingle temperatu
was estimated fromTD5\/2pkBtq , wheretq is the quan-
tum lifetime, measured from the amplitude of Shubnikov–
Haas oscillations.29 For a range of concentrationsn54.6
25.431015 m22 (TD;35 K), we obtainTD'1.1 K, i.e.,
below the experimental temperatures.r(T/TF) is generally
linear with a gradient that increases with decreasingn ~or
TF), in agreement with Eq.~1!. It is remarkable that anothe
scaling factorr0, applied to thevertical axis and determined
by eye for each curve, succeeds in collapsing the linear

FIG. 4. ~a! Experimentalr(T/TF) for a range of densities at
constant substrate biasVsub50. TF ranges from 11.3 to 38.0 K. The
effective values ofT/TF displayed include the correction for colli
sional broadening@see Eq.~3!#. ~b! The same data with the vertica
axis scaled by a factorr0 determined empirically for each curve.
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tion of all of the curves onto the bottom~high-density! curve
@Fig. 4~b!#, at least for a range ofT well away from TF .
Indeed, this scaling factor must equal the ratios ofboth the
gradients of the lines and their intercepts

r~T;n!/r0~n!5 f ~T/TF!, T/TF,0.5. ~2!

This simple transformation holds well forn.331015 m22

~where r,1.4 kV/h at T51.4 K) but fails at densities
closer to the MIT. However, a much better scaling is reco
ered by including a correction

~T/TF!effective5@~T/TF!21A/~kFl !2#1/2. ~3!

The value of the coefficientA was set to 1.0, but the
overall quality of the fit was not sensitive to its exact valu
The correction term 1/kFl represents the broadening of th
Fermi circle due to the finite scattering length~collisional
broadening!.30 Alternatively, it may be viewed as a lowerin
of the effective density~or TF) resulting from carrier freeze
out, a possibility envisaged by some authors.19 With this cor-
rection, Eq.~2! is obeyed down ton51.5631015 m22 ~for
which r58 kV/h at T51.4 K), i.e., considerably close
to the MIT. At even lower values ofn, the correction term is
much more significant compared withT/TF , so that this first
order correction is no longer sufficient. Our focus, howev
is on themetallic regime, and not on the localizing effec
relevant close to the MIT. For the higher-density datan
>331015 m22), the broadening correction to the temper
ture requires small modifications to the empiricalr0 values
in order to achieve a satisfactory collapse, but the quality
the collapse is not significantly altered.

Figure 5 shows the same procedure, applied to a se
curves corresponding to different values ofVsub but with the
same density~2.30 and 4.4531015 m22). Again, Eq.~2! is
obeyed, but withr05r0(Vsub). The similarity in the forms
of Eqs. ~1! and ~2! is notable, but the scaling factorsr0 of
Eq. ~2! may be equated with ther(T50) of Eq. ~1! only in
so far as~a! r(T;n) remains linear outside the strict rang
T!TF , ~b! the saturation observed at low temperatures m
be discarded as due to the finiteTD , and ~c! C is a suffi-
ciently weak function ofn.

FIG. 5. ~a!, ~c! r(T/TF) for fixed densities 2.3031015 m22

(TF516.7 K) and 4.4531015 m22 (TF532.3 K) for substrate bi-
ases 0,220, 240, and260 V. ~b! and~d! show the same data afte
scaling byr0(Vsub).
4-3
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Experimentally,C'8 is observed, considerably great
than the values 2.0–3.0 predicted by the simple scree
theory. It is, however, consistent with the arbitrary cho
F0

s'2 3
4 in the interaction calculation.~The importance of

F0
s has been highlighted elsewhere forp-GaAs,31 although

those data were fitted with a lower value ofF0
s'20.4.! Note

that, in general,F0
s is strongly density dependent. If we a

sume thatF0
s is independent ofn and, therefore, ofr s , then

scaling follows. The scaling thus suggests that the valuer
~or kFl ) at finiteT is determined solely by its value at lowT,
with the concentration appearing only implicitly inTF .
Combining Eq.~2! with the identity r[(h/2e2)/(kFl ) we
obtain

kFl ~T50!

kFl ~T!
5

f ~T/TF!

f ~0!
. ~4!

This conclusion, drawn from the observed scaling laws,
lows from theory @Eq. ~1!# regardless whether interactio
effects are considered or simple screening theory is use

Figure 6 shows the results of a numerical calculation
the temperature-dependent screening for experimental co
tions analogous to those in Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!. It includes the
temperature dependence of static RPA screening at fi
temperature, the finite extent of the wave function in t
direction normal to the interface~using a Fang-Howard
distribution,32! and a variable effective disorder, param
etrized by the collision-induced Dingle temperatureTD .
~HereTD measures the strength of impurity scattering and
by definition, temperature independent.! Carrier freeze-out
was not assumed. The penetration depth of the wave func
below the interface is determined by the depletion conc
tration ND , which increases asVsub is made more negative
The range ofND indicated in Fig. 6 is consistent with th
range of Vsub ~0 to 260 V) used in the experiment. B
setting suitable values ofTD , the calculation reproduces th
features of the experimental with reasonable accuracy:~1!
r(T) increases in a metallic fashion, with a weaker tempe
ture dependence appearing~at low T) asT/TD decreases and
~at highT) asT/TF increases,~2! The scaling law, Eq.~2!, is
obeyed@with r05r0(ND)#, although the ability to scale th

FIG. 6. ~a! Numerical calculation of r(T/TF) due to
temperature-dependent screening, for constantn52.331015 m22

(TF516.7 K) andND51.5,2.5,4.5,8.0, and 15.031015 m22, with
TD /TF50,0.06,0.12,0.18, and 0.24 respectively.~b! The same data
with r scaled byr(T50).
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theoretical curves as was done with the experimental d
relies on the correct combination ofND andTD . We empha-
size, however, that the theoretical results presented here
not intended to give a fully quantitative description of th
experimental results. Rather, we demonstrate that, to a
large extent, temperature-dependent screening can acc
for the main features ofr(T) in the so-called metallic regime
in the absence of a magnetic field. The absence ofr s in Eq.
~4! argues against a novel strongly correlated ground stat
the metallic regime and suggests that the system retain
Fermi-liquid character.

Before concluding, we point out that the direct unbias
conclusion following our experimental data is that disord
~as characterized by the dimensionless parameterkFl ) is at
least as important a parameter as interaction~i.e., r s) in de-
termining the temperature dependence ofr(T) for T/TF<1.
This conclusion confirms, generalizes, and extends ton-Si
MOSFET’s a similar conclusion reached earlier in Ref.
for 2D holes inp-GaAs systems. We believe that this co
clusion is consistent with the Fermi-liquid theory-based
terpretation of the 2D finite-temperature ‘‘metallic’’ state,
discussed, for example, in Refs. 18,19,28. AtT50, this
‘‘metal’’ should, in principle, become an insulator, in keepin
with Ref. 8. We have carried out an explicit numerical c
culation within the screening theory18,19,26,27to obtain quali-
tative agreement between theory and experiment, but
same is also true at a qualitative level for the interact
theory ~in its regime of validity! of Ref. 28, providedF0

s is
reasonably independent ofr s . The issue of a quantitatively
reliable theory forr(T) at large r s remains open at the
present time, and is probably a formidable theoretical ch
lenge because of nonperturbative effects arising from b
disorder and interaction, neither of which is small in th
problem. We emphasize in this context that the screen
theory and the interaction theory are complementary th
ries, as discussed in Ref. 28. In particular, the screen
theory uses a realistic impurity potential by regularizing t
Coulomb disorder potential due to charged impurity scat
ing by phenomenologically screening the long-range b
impurity potential, whereas the interaction theory includ
higher-order interaction corrections through a systematicr s
expansion, using an unrealistic zero-range impurity poten
Both theories are, in fact, uncontrolled theories at larger s ,
where no systematic perturbative analysis applies in p
ciple, but our data show that these theories catch the esse
qualitative features of the temperature dependence ofr(T)
very well, even for rather large values ofr s .

In summary we have demonstrated that a simple empir
scaling law, where the concentration~and thereforer s! does
not appear explicitly, is applicable on the metallic side of t
MIT when either the concentration or the mobility is varie
A similar effect has been observed in GaA
heterostructures.25 The quality of the scaling is improved
and is obeyed down to lower concentrations, by taking i
account collision-broadening effects which enhance the
fective temperature. The magnitude ofr s is irrelevant, sug-
gesting that the effect of the interactions is to modify t
effective disorder, expressed askFl , by screening. We ob-
serve a striking similarity with the prediction of Drude
4-4
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Boltzmann transport theory in the presence of temperat
dependent screening. Although quantitative agreem
between this theory and our experimental results is only
proximate, possibly because it neglects the interaction
fects, it is clear that many features of the ‘‘metallic’’ behavi
od
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can be understood in terms of screening and disorder, w
out the need to resort to fundamentally new physics origin
ing from electron-electron interactions.
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